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AARP Membership
(American Association of Retired Persons)
Air & Space
Allrecipes Magazine
Allure
Amazing Spiderman
American Craft Council
American Farmhouse Style
American History
American Libraries
American Patchwork & Quilting
Animal Tales
Archaeology
Architectural Digest
Arizona Highways
Art in America
Artist's Magazine, The
ArtNews

Audubon
Audubon delivers
essential news, advice,
and reporting on birds
and bird conservation,
pairing compelling
journalism with stunning
photography and design.
Readers grow their
appreciation of birds and
learn how to help them
thrive.

Ask Magazine (Arts & Sciences for Kids)
Awesome Science and What Makes it So Awesome
Each themed issue of ASK
invites newly independent
readers to explore the
world of science and ideas
with topics that really
appeal to kids, from pirates
to plasma. Filled with lively,
well-written articles, vivid
graphics, activities,
cartoons, and plenty of
humor, ASK is science that
kids demand to read!
Grades 3-5.

Astronomy Magazine
Atlantic, The
Atlasia

While Awesome may be a 		
mythical dragon, the topics we
cover are anything but! 		
Adventure through chapters of
oceanography, biology, anatomy,
environmental science,
chemistry, physics, forensic
science, mathematics and
technology! We offer
comprehensive teacher reviews
and challenges for readers to
discuss and respond critically.
Designed for grades 5-12.

Aviation Week & Space Technology

"We’re very thankful for all your hard work and dedication in helping us manage our accounts
and subscriptions. These past few years haven’t been easy with COVID, but we can have a
peace of mind in knowing we have a great team at WTCox."
Johnson County Library
Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
(Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)

Better Homes & Gardens Wood
Better Investing

Babybug

Bake from Scratch
Barrons
Batman
beanz Magazine
beanz is a STEM/STEAM
magazine about kids,
coding, computer science,
and how we use
technology in our daily
lives. Written by teachers,
technologists, and writers,
we try to make technology
accessible, friendly, and
fun. Bulk discounts
available.

Birds & Bloom
Discover beauty in your own
backyard with America’s #1
bird and garden magazine.
You’ll love up-close bird and
flower photos, amazing reader shared “Bird Tales”, time
and money saving backyard
tips and proven birding &
gardening advice!

Black Beauty & Hair
Bloomberg BusinessWeek
Bon Appetit
Booklist (Password)
Booklist and Book Links Combo Subscription
Bookmarks Magazine
BookPage
Boston Magazine
Brainspace Magazine
Buena Vida
Car & Driver
Catster
ChickaDEE
Chickadee is the magazine
for kids 6 to 9! Each issue is
jam-packed with activities,
comics, animal photos and
facts, crafts, easy science
experiments, and engaging
stories, all in a bright,
colorful format that kids in
the early grades will love.

Better Homes & Gardens
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family
fun

EASY WEEKEND CRAFTS & KID-FRIENDLY RECIPES

Better Homes and
Gardens is the most
trusted publication on
home and gardening in the
market. Since its 1922
inception, this women's
lifestyle magazine has
featured lovely photos of
lush garden spaces and
unique living rooms from
across the country that
continue to inspire
designers and DIY
decorators today.

Build Your Title List
and
Request Your Quote Online

www.wtcox.com

Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
(Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)

P er io d icals

Bursting with brightly
illustrated stories and simple poems, BABYBUG is
just right for parents and
grandparents to read
aloud, or for little ones to
explore on their own. A
“Guide for Caregivers”
features tips and ideas
from our child development
expert on getting the most
out of BABYBUG. Age 6
months-3 years.

Oﬀer this robust and user-friendly digital pla�orm in your library

Magzter for Libraries

Built for Public libraries and Colleges
With 7,000+ domestic and international titles and content across 40+ languages

Edzter for Libraries

Built for Schools K-12 with titles speciﬁcally selected for youth to high school age students.
Both pla�orms allow for readers to check out and read all of their favorite magazines!
With a user-friendly app and admin tools for your library,
this is the cost-eﬀective solution your library has been searching for.
UNLIMITED SIMULTANEOUS USERS - Users can check out titles month-a�er-month.
USER-FRIENDLY - Easy management of users and titles plus simple app design for readers.
USAGE DETAILS - Admin usage reports to quantify your digital collection purchases.

Free 4 week trial to Magzter or Edzter at:
www.wtcox.com

		

Chirp

Cobblestone
Chirp is a unique magazine
designed for beginning readers
ages 3 to 6. Each issue
contains fun activities, ageappropriate puzzles, easy
rhymes, tools to help with letter
and number recognition, and
read-out-loud stories for preschoolers and their parents to
enjoy.

ChopChop Magazine (English & Spanish Editions)
OTOÑO 2021
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CON NUECES

ChopChop: The Fun 		
Cooking Magazine for 		
Families is an award-winning
quarterly magazine, published
in English and Spanish for
over 10 years. Each 48-page
issue of the magazine contains
delicious, nutritious, culturally
diverse, affordable, and easyto-follow recipes, along with
essential kitchen skills, STEAM
learning, and loads of fun
games, and activities.

COBBLESTONE tells
America’s story through a
unique mix of captivating
articles, lively graphics,
historical photographs,
primary sources, and maps.
Each themed issue
examines historical events
in detail, making them
exciting and relevant to
today. A must-have for
every history classroom and
media center. Grades 5-9.

Cocina Facil (MEX)
Coin World Weekly & Coin World Monthly Combo
Computers in Libraries
Conde Nast Traveler
Consumer Reports (With Buying Guide)
Consumer Reports on Health
Cooking with Paula Deen
Cooks Country
Cooks Illustrated
Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan focuses on
personal growth,
relationships, and careers,
with expanded reporting on
fashion and beauty, health
and fitness. Covered as well
are celebrities and pop
culture, and just about
everything else women
want to know about.

Christian Science Monitor
Christianity Today
Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Magazine
Cincinnati Magazine
Cleveland Magazine
Click
Perfect for inquisitive young
children, each issue of
CLICK takes readers on a
journey of discovery one
exciting topic at a time,
sparking a lifelong love
of reading and learning
about nature, the sciences,
and the arts. Grades K-2.

Cottage Journal
Cottages & Bungalows

Experience Choice.

www.wtcox.com
Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
(Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)

Country
The magazine for people
who live in or long for the
country. Celebrate the land
and life they love. Discover
America through heartwarming and humorous
reader-written stories,
gorgeous scenic photos,
family-friendly humor, homestyle recipes, country
shortcuts and more!

Cuisine at Home
Discover
Do It Yourself Magazine (Better Homes & Gardens)
Dogster
Downbeat
Dwell Magazine
Early American Life
Easy English News (US Edition)
Eating Well
Economist, The
Delta’s beta: how much worse to come?
Where South Africa goes next
Chinese v American antitrust
The ethics of primate research
JULY 24TH–30TH 2021

No safe place
The 3°C future

Country Living
I/N 9255

Country Woman

20210724_ECN_NP_NAVA_001.indd 1

The favorite life-style
magazine of country-loving
women is packed with
delicious family-favorite
recipes, affordable
decorating ideas, easy-tomake crafts, green-thumb
gardening advice and
wholesome humor.

21/07/2021 21:35

The Economist has always
existed to deliver more than
the week's news. Wherever
they are in the world, our
readers enjoy unrivalled
analysis of the issues that lie
behind the headlines –
whether in politics, business,
science and technology, or
the arts. That is why over
6 million readers worldwide
choose The Economist
every week.

Elle
Elle Decor
Entertainment Weekly
Plus → YELLOWSTONE PREQUEL / COWBOY BEBOP /

THE

GREAT / EMILY IN PARIS

Countryside & Small Stock Journal
Cricket
Perhaps no other single
publication has inspired
generations of young readers
as CRICKET has. Acclaimed
for its high-quality fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, and
brilliant illustrations,
CRICKET delivers intelligent,
imaginative content that
encourages readers to
develop their own creativity.
Grades 4-9.

Serena. Venus. Will.
Three ICONS team up for the OSCAR-BUZZY biopic KING RICHARD
BY

ANDREW LAWRENCE

Entertainment Weekly has
been covering the latest in
film, television, music, and
more since 1990.
Entertainment
Weekly magazine stands
apart from its competitors
due to its unparalleled
access to Hollywood's most
creative minds and
fascinating stars. Its content
is thoroughly researched to
provide you with credible
information about what's
happening in Hollywood.

"I want to let you know that I've been very
impressed, and grateful as a customer,
for the excellent customer service and
instruction materials offered by WT Cox."
- Hooksett Public Library

Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
(Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)

Entrepreneur
Esquire
Essence Magazine

Garden & Gun
Garden Gate
Girls Life
Girls' World

Faces: People Places & Cultures
Globe
In an increasingly global and
multicultural world, FACES
shows kids how people in
other countries live. Each
issue focuses on a different
culture-from Vietnam to
Egypt to Haiti including
stories about daily life,
folktales, and engaging
articles about history and
traditions of the people and
their culture. Grades 5-9.

Family Handyman
Family Tree Magazine
Farm & Ranch Living
Fast Company
Fine Cooking
Fine Gardening
Fine Homebuilding
Fine Woodworking
First for Women
Flying
Fons & Porter Love of Quilting
Food & Wine
Food Network Magazine
Food Network is where
food meets entertainment,
elevating food to pop
culture status where chefs
are celebrities, and food is
the hottest currency for
everything from social
occasions to social media.
Food Network Magazine
is a trusted authority,
establishing the foundation
for American food culture
today. and is a springboard
for the next decade of
transformation around the
table.
Forbes
Foreign Affairs
Fortune
Fun For Kidz
Game & Fish Midwest
Game Informer

Globe is a celebrity
magazine that people turn
to for current news, scandals
and gossip about the world's
rich and famous. From
break-ups, weight gain and
addiction to plastic surgery,
affairs and conspiracies,
Globe leaves no stone
unturned.

Golf Digest
Golf Magazine
Good Housekeeping
GQ: Gentlemens Quarterly
Grit
Guideposts
Guideposts Large Print
Guitar Player
Guns & Ammo
Harper's Bazaar
Harper's Magazine
Harvard Business Review
Harvard Health Letter
Health
Hemmings Motor News
HGTV Magazine
HGTV Magazine
HGTV Magazine is a
fresh, new home lifestyle
magazine that gives
readers inspiring, real-life
solutions for all the things
that homeowners deal with
every day -- from painting to
pillows to property values -in an upbeat and
engaging way.

Experience Choice

Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
(Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)

Kiplingers Personal Finance Magazine
Kiplingers Retirement Report
Kirkus Review

Highlights for Children
In every Highlights™
issue, kids explore new
topics, investigate fascinating subjects and find out
about the world. It’s filled
with stories, games,
puzzles, riddles, science
experiments, craft projects,
kid-submitted art, answers
to readers’ questions, and
activities that help kids
become their best selves:
Curious, Creative, Caring
and Confident.™

Highlights Hello
Highlights High Five
Highlights High Five Bilingue
Hobby Farms
Hola (ESP)
Homeschooling Today
Horn Book Magazine
Horticulture Magazine
Hot Rod
House Beautiful
Humpty Dumpty's Magazine
IBD Digital & Weekly Bundle
ID: Ideas & Discoveries

Ladybug
Bring the magic of
LADYBUG to preschoolers
and early readers. Each
issue offers a mix of
enchanting stories at
appropriate reading levels,
with colorful illustrations
that draw children into the
text. Ear-pleasing poems,
lively songs, and a
removable 4-page craft
insert round out this delightful reading experience.
Pre-K-Grade 1.

Library Journal
As the most essential
publication in the library
field, Library Journal
delivers groundbreaking
features, news, technology
and analysis, along with
thousands of reviews of
books, audio books, videos,
databases, systems and
software.

In Touch Weekly
Get your fix of celebrity and
entertainment news with In
Touch magazine! In Touch
Weekly is a celebrity and
entertainment news
magazine that brings you
all the latest news, gossip
and photos of the hottest
Hollywood stars and
celebrity icons.

Inc Magazine
InStyle
Internet Genealogy
Interweave Knits
J-14: Just for Teens
Jack & Jill
JD Power Official Older Used Car Guide
JD Power Official Used Car Guide
Kazoo
Kiplinger Letter

Multi-user / Multi-site Available - Call For Pricing

Life & Style Weekly
Get your fix of celebrity
news combined with
Hollywood's hottest trends!
Life & Style has all the
latest celebrity fashion and
beauty tips, and helps
readers translate their
favorite stars' styles into
their own lives. You’ll also
find the most exclusive
celebrity interviews and
photos.

Linn's Stamp Weekly and Linn's Stamp Monthly Combo
Looney Tunes
Los Angeles Magazine
Mad Magazine
Magazine Antiques
Make: Magazine
Martha Stewart Living
Mary Jane's Farm
Mayo Clinic Health Letter &Special Report Combo
McCall's Quilting
Mens Health Magazine

Mother Jones
Motor Trend
Ms Magazine
Muse
Kids who can’t help
wondering whether video
games really kill their brain
cells, how bones become
fossils, or what a gentleman
ladybug is called, will be
fascinated by MUSE’s fun
and quirky approach to
cutting-edge science. MUSE
will inspire any curious
reader interested in science,
technology, and the arts.
Grades 5-9.

Men's Journal
Geared toward the modern,
active man who's into health,
fitness, sports and travel,
Men's Journal features
articles on cutting-edge
fitness, health and travel for
adventurous men. Discover
tips, guides, and expert
advice on fitness, gear, style,
grooming and in depth
articles on travel, food and
drink, cars, and adventure.

Nation, The
National Enquirer
The National Enquirer
offers exclusive coverage of
the latest gossip, celebrity
scandals, and provides an
in-depth, up-to-the-moment
look at shocking news
stories among high-profile
figures. Whether it's
breaking celebrity divorces,
health crises, or a political
figure caught behaving
badly, the National Enquirer
provides interested readers
with the secrets they want to
know about their favorite
stars.

Mid Mod Treasures
Midwest Living
Mindful Magazine
Model Railroader
Moneyletter
Do-it-yourself investors can
invest confidently with
MoneyLetter at their side.
Each issue delivers timely
economic/market analysis,
top performing mutual funds
and ETFs, and model
portfolios for three risk levels.
MoneyLetter puts investors
in a position to succeed
without the added expense
of paying an advisor. 42
years in print.

Mother Earth News

National Geographic History
National Geographic Kids
National Geographic Little Kids
National Geographic Magazine
National Parks
National Review
National Wildlife
Natural History

View our online catalog and additional top titles lists at:

www.wtcox.com

Old House Journal
New Moon Girls
Old Schoolhouse
Pressure to be perfect tears
girls apart on the inside.
But there is hope! Research
shows emotionally supportive
media like New Moon Girls
magazine helps girls stay
connected with their dreams
and inner selves. Creative
self-expression is a valuable
way to resist harmful social
messages. ages 8 - 14.

New Republic
New York Magazine
New York Review of Books
New York Times
New York Times Book Review
New Yorker, The
Newsweek
Ohio Magazine

Today’s growing homeschool
population will discover a
treasure of inspiration
through the pages of The
Old Schoolhouse®
Magazine. A top resource
in home education for over
twenty years. Released
quarterly in beautiful, glossy
print, each issue is packed
full of advice, resources, and
encouragement sought after
by home educators.

OnFitness
OTAKU USA Magazine
Our State Magazine (NC)
OUT Magazine
Outside Magazine

OK Magazine (US Edition)
OWL Magazine
Get a weekly dose of your
favorite celebrities with OK!
Magazine. Every issue offers
exclusive features of
celebrities' most private
events—from weddings,
births and parties to breakups, make-ups and other
major moments. OK!
Magazine brings you the
scoop on the latest
Hollywood couples and
accounts of the juiciest
headlines.

Learn more about Journal Finder.
Our A-Z List, Link Resolver
and ERM Solution
www.wtcox.com

Developed for kids ages 9
to 13, each issue of OWL
is loaded with fascinating
articles, comics, do-it-yourself activities, weird facts,
mind-boggling puzzles and
new fiction. Plus, readers
can voice their opinion on
issues affecting today's
tweens. OWL is a must-read
for pre-teens!

Parents Magazine
PC Gamer (Non-Disc Version) (US)
People en Espanol
People Weekly
PieceWork
Pioneer Woman, The
Poetry
Poets & Writers Magazine
Popular Mechanics
Popular Woodworking Magazine
Practical Homeschooling
Prevention
Pro Wrestling Illustrated
Psychology Today
Public Libraries

Publishers Weekly
Quilting Arts
Quiltmaker
Ranger Rick
Ranger Rick Cub
Ranger Rick Jr

School Library Journal
School Library Journal is
the premiere publication for
librarians and information
specialists working with
children and teens. A source
of award-winning features
and news on literacy, best
practices, technology,
education policy, as well as
6000+ reviews published
annually.

Readers Digest & Large Print Edition
Your #1 trusted source for
the best stories and advice
on the topics that matter
most to you. Discover
thousands of tips in health,
family, home, money and
more for living a richer,
more satisfying life. Enjoy
real-life dramas about
hometown heroes, plus
hundreds of jokes, stories
and laughs.

Real Simple
Real Simple is dedicated
to making your life easierevery single day. Real
Simple is the only lifestyle
magazine you need, a onestop shop for healthy and
delicious weeknight meals,
home organization and
decor, beauty and style,
etiquette, health and wellness, personal finance,
work-life balance, and so
much more.

Multi-user / Multi-site Available - Call For Pricing

Science
Science News
Scientific American
Scooby Doo, Where Are You?
Scout Life
Sesi
Sew News
Simply Gluten Free
Slam
Smithsonian Magazine
Smore Magazine

Reminisce
Rolling Stone
Runner's World
RV Magazine
Saturday Evening Post

Smore is the perfect
magazine to nurture your
girl's curiosity in science and
technology and set them up
on a path to success. Stay
updated on the latest
scientific breakthroughs,
meet inspiring women
scientists of the past and
the present, brain trivia,
puzzles, and science
experiments that help you
answer the big questions.
Created for girls 8+.
Recommended for all.

"You all are AWESOME and we are very happy with the service that we are
getting from you! It is apropos to say “Thanks” this week, so…THANKS!!!"
- Shreve Memorial Library

Sunset Magazine
Superman

Soap Opera Digest
Soap Opera Digest is the
insiders' guide to daytime
television providing behindthe-scenes scoop and
breaking news to passionate
soap fans every week. Each
issue provides exclusive
sneak peeks of upcoming
episodes and details of
previous shows that you
can't find anywhere else.

Sound & Vision
Southern Lady
Southern Living
Southwest Art

Taste of Home
Find 200+ family-favorite
recipes & tips—recipes from
real cooks like you! Enjoy
easy, tried-and-proven
recipes, everyday
ingredients, color photos,
contest winners, 30-minute
dishes, healthy yet hearty
meals, mom’s best recipes
and more.

Taste of the South
Tea Time Magazine
Tennis (Sports & Leisure)

Spider
Stories, poems, and
nonfiction articles are
carefully selected to
encourage students to read
on their own, drawn along by
bright illustrations and
detailed drawings by famous
children’s artists. SPIDER
also offers fun ways for
young readers to practice
critical thinking skills with
riddles, puzzles, and other
games. Grades 2-4.

Spirituality & Health
Sports Illustrated
Sports Illustrated For Kids

Provide a Digital News Stand
In Your Library

Built For Public & Academic Libraries

School K-12 Colleccon

Star
Star covers the latest
Hollywood happenings, the
blockbuster movies, the TV
sensations and the music
industry phenomenons that
are fueling talk nationwide.
You'll also find a ton of
fashion photos of the most
beautiful, style-worthy stars,
along with newsworthy
articles, interviews,
horoscopes and more!

30 day trial and pricing at:
www.wtcox.com

Ema

Texas Monthly
The Economist
This Old House
Thrasher
Threads
Time Magazine
Town & Country
Trains Magazine
Travel & Leisure
True West
US Weekly
Us Weekly is a pop culture
and entertainment magazine
that gives readers a unique
perspective into the lives of
celebrities and an inside look
at Hollywood's biggest
stories. Each issue includes
photos of favorite stars as
well as interesting stories
about what they're like when
the cameras
are off.

USA Today Newspaper
Vanity Fair
Vegnews Magazine
Veranda
Victoria
Vogue
Vogue Knitting Magazine
Wall Street Journal
Washington Post (DC)
Week, The
Wired
Woman's Day
Woman's World
Womens Health (Hearst)
Writer, The
Writer's Digest
Yankee Magazine
YES! Magazine
Young Rider
Zoobooks
Zootles

